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'1 Claim. (01. 103-2) 

This invention relates to an irrigating and 
draining device, the particular object of which is 
to convey the water in directions which lie prac 
tically counter to one another, for instance from 
the left to the right and reversely. The pipes 
connecting the device with theiplaces that are to 

pipes e and k. If, however, the direction of con 
veyance is the reverse of that assumed, the valves 
,f' and it’ will be closed and the valves ,1‘ and 9' 
will be opened when the path of the water will 
be k h g' a c f and c’. It will be obvious that 
the conditions are not changed if the water basin 

be irrigated or to be drained maybe the samemis on the right and the pipe is on the left, or if 
The device consists of a. helical centrifugal pump, there are two pipes like It, the one on‘the right 
the casing of which is provided with a double de and the other on the left, or if there are two water 
livery sweep-Tandvpreferably also with a double ="basins, the one on the left and the other on 

' suction sweep-T, and between these T’s and the 
pipes with which they are connected are inserted 
slide-valves, by‘. means ofwhich the direction of 
the water is determined. , If a double sweep-T 
is provided only at the delivery end of the pump 
casing, then the suction‘end of the same is con 
nected with a pipe extending, for instance,_down 
into a water-space serving as pump sump, and 
pipes conducting the water into this space’ are 
equipped with slide-valves, sluices or 'the like. 

If av tract of land is alternately to be irrigated 
and drained, the water-conducting pipe may be 
connected with the delivery end, as well as with 
the suction end of the pump casing, the pipes 
extending forth from the two pump casing ends 
jointing one another and being thus both con-‘ 
nected with said ?rst-mentioned pipe. ‘ 
In every case it “is easily possible to convey the 

water from one place to another place, and vice I 
versa, irrespective of the levels ofthe water“ on 
‘the two places being, perhaps, more or less dif 
ferent. - ' . ~ ' ‘ 

The invention is illustrative diagrammatically 
and by way of example on the accompanying 

' drawing on which is shown a vertical section 
through an irrigating and drainage device de 
signed according to this invention. a denotes the 
helical centrifugal pump, the casing of which is“ 
provided with a double delivery sweep-T c and 
with a double suction sweep-,T g. _The pump is 
operated by the electromotor b. J‘ and f’ are 
slide-valves inserted between the T c and the 
pipes e and e’, and “and i’ are slide-valves in 
serted between the T g and the pipes h and h’. 

' In the constructional form shown by. way of ex 
ample the pipes e and h join one another and 

c are both connected with the pipe is through which 
the water can be conveyed to, as ‘well as away 
from, the respective ?eld or the like, and the/pipes 
e’ and h’ communicate ‘withv a water basin 1. ' ' 
Supposing, the water is to be conveyed from 

the left to the right, the valves f and i’ willbe 

the right, just according to the circumstances of 
the individual cases. Moreover, it is apparent 
that by a proper manipulation of the valves 1‘, i’ 
an equalization in the level of liquid between 
distant places may be effected. Furthermore, in 
the case of a pond and a stream for example, 
or in any other instance where water at diiferent 
places is normally at different levels which may, 
however, change, as, for example, in the case 
of a rise in the stream level due to rain, it is ap 
parent that the present apparatus may be used 
either as a ‘simple over?ow conduit to conduct 
water from» the stream to the pond, or vicefversa, 
or as a pumping apparatus either to ?ll the pond 
from the stream or to drain the‘pond into the 
stream, or vice-versa, in the event a low water 
condition exists in either’ the stream or the pond. 

I claim: 
A pumping apparatus in which a single pump 

is utilized to pump a fluid back and forth between 
two different points, comprising a pump having 
an inlet and an outlet, a plurality of ' separate 
independent inlet conduits directly connected 
with the inlet of the pump’ and leading in diiferent 
directions therefrom to separately located points, 
a pluralityjof separate independent outlet con 
duits directly" connected with the outlet'of the 
‘pump and leading in different directions there 
from to separately located points, some of said 
inlet and outlet, conduits leading in the same di 
rection being united at. a certain distance away 
from said pump to form a single conduit, and a 
valve being provided in each conduit individual 
thereto whereby the ?ow of the ?uid may be‘ 
directed through any inlet conduit to any outlet 
conduit. ‘ _ ' - 
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closed when the‘wa or will be withdrawn from c 
the basin-Z through th" pipe h’ and will'be forced 
to the righthand ?eld or the-like through the A 
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